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Abstract: For the iterative solution of linear systems of algebraic equations Ax = b(l), with A E C”,“, X, b E C” and 
det(A) + 0, numerous methods exist. Although a classification of them seems not to be possible one may note that the 
first step for the construction of an iterative method usually begins with a splitting of A in (1). Thus A is written as 
A = M - N, where det(M) f 0 and M is easily inverted, so that (1) is equivalent to x = TX + c (2) T := M-‘N, 
c := M-lb. The discussion will be restricted to the so-called linear (stationary) iterative methods, although some 
nonstationary ones will be mentioned, and emphasis will be given to those which fall into the categories of 
extrapolation, relaxation and similar ones. For this it will be assumed that the spectrum a(T) of T in (2) is contained 
in a well-defined compact region R, whose complement with respect to the complex plane is simply connected, and 
1 e R. Under these assumptions and for each specific class of methods described each time an attempt will be made to 
present the ‘optimum’ one. The optimum is the one out of the class of methods for which the sequence of vectors 
yielded converges asymptotically to the unique solution of (,l) as fast as possible. 
1. Introduction 
Assume we are given the linear system of algebraic equations 
Ax=b, (14 
where A E C”,“, x, b E @” and det(A) # 0 so that the uniqueness of its solution is guaranteed. 
The simplest iterative method for the numerical solution of (1.1) is based on a splitting of A (cf. 
PI, [21, (31 or [41) 
A=M-N, 
with det( M) # 0 and M 
x = TX + c, 
T := M-IN, c := M-lb. 
consistent with (1.1) (cf. 
0.2) 
easily inverted. Thus (1.1) is written equivalently as 
(1.3) 
From (1.3) the first order stationary iterative method, completely 
[2]), is constructed 
X(m+l) = TX’“’ + c, m=o, 1,2 )...) (1.4) 
where x(O) E C n arbitrary. As is known a sufficient and necessary condition for the sequence 
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{ xCm) },produced from (1.4) to converge to the solution 1= K’b (= (I - T)-‘c) of (1.1) (resp. 
(1.3)) for any x (‘) is p(T) < 1. (p(T) is the spectral radius of T, i.e. the largest of the moduli of 
its eigenvalues, and I the unit matrix of order n). Provided that convergence of (1.4) takes place 
then the smaller p(T) is the faster the sequence {x(“‘)} converges (asymptotically) to 1. 
Therefore one may try either to find a suitable (preconditioning) matrix M or, for a prechosen 
M, to create a new splitting based on (1.2) which gives a smaller p(T). The latter is to be our 
main objective in this survey paper. 
In this respect the point-, block- and generalized-Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel iterative methods 
(especially the first one) will be considered as basic and well-known ones. With this in mind the 
organization of the present survey is as follows. In Section 2 the Extrapolation Method is 
discussed and a reference to the nonstationary cyclic first-order Richardson’s method is made. In 
Section 3 the Successive Overrelaxation (SOR) method is presented. In Section 4 the Extrapo- 
lated (E)SOR and the Accelerated Overrelaxation (AOR) methods are discussed together with 
some of their extensions and generalizations. In Section 5 the Symmetric (S)SOR and the 
Symmetric (S)AOR methods are treated with a very brief reference to their nonstationary 
counterparts in connection with the Semi-iterative and the Conjugate Gradient methods, which 
are not presented. In Section 6, after a general introduction of the stationary k-step iterative 
methods, certain special classes of them are discussed in more details and the nonstationary 
2-step method of Manteuffel is mentioned. Finally, in the last Section 7 two basic concluding 
remarks are made. 
2. The extrapolation method 
Let w E Q= \ (0) be the so-called extrapolated parameter and let us, based on (1.2) consider 
the splitting 
A=M,-N,, (2.1) 
M, := (l/o) M, N,:=(l/o)[(l-o)M+uN], (2.4 
and construct, for the solution of (1.3) the iterative (or extrapolation) method 
++i) = Tax@) + ,-,, m = 0, 1, 2,. . . ) (2.3) 
T,:=(l-w)l+wT, c,:=wc. (2.4) 
Our problem now is that of finding ~3’s for which p( T,) < 1 and among them to choose the one 
(;) which minimizes p( T,). Now assume: 
(i) the convex hull H(T) of the spectrum a(T) of T (namely the smallest convex polygon 
containing all the eigenvalues of T in the closure of its interior) is known and 
(ii) 1 @ H(T). 
Then the optimization problem posed previously possesses a unique solution. The latter is found 
by means of an algorithm which will be given later on in the sequel. 
Historically, this problem goes back to Richardson [5], who, in our notation, considered 
M = I, N = I - A, with A real symmetric positive definite (with extreme eigenvalues a,,,, > a, > 0) 
and w E Iw varying during the iterations. However, it was Young [6], who considered w varying 
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in a cyclic manner and solved the problem in [5] by means of the first degree Chebyshev 
polynomials. Especially, if 1 is the cycle length then the optimum Gk’s, k = O(l)1 - 1, are given 
by 
Gjk = 2/&z, - uM) cos((2k + 1)1~/(21)) + a, + a,), (2.5) 
k=m mod(l), m=O, 1,2 ,... . 
For I = 1 one obtains 
G = 2/( a, + UM), P(G) = (Q- %M% + %4) (2.6) 
a result known before (2.5) was found. In the mid sixties it was well-known (cf. [7]) that if 
Re p, < 1, Vj = l(l)n (or Re pj > 1, Vj = l(l)n), with pi’s the eigenvalues of T, there existed 
real w’s for which p( T,) -C 1. Later de Pillis and Neumann [8] obtained the optimum real w in 
the case Re pj = 0, Vj = l(l)n, and in [9] it was found for some regions R, such that a(T) c R 
and 1 4 R, ‘good’ and, in special cases, optimum real w’s. However, the complete solution, for 
w E US! \{O} and H(T) strictly to the left (or to the right) of the line Re z = 1, was given almost 
simultaneously and independently by Hughes Hallett [lO,ll] and Hadjidimos [12] by means of 
two different (but equivalent) algorithms. The first one was based on analytic, while the second 
one on geometric arguments. For w E @ \ { 0) nothing had been done until Buoni and Varga 
[13,14] considered the limiting case of w = r(cos 0 + i sin S), r -+ O+, 19 E [0, 27r) and determined 
asymptotically for each Y ( + 0’) the corresponding optimum 8. In this way they found an 
optimum path in the complex plane in which the overall optimum w lied. The complete solution 
was given by Hadjidimos [15] (where use of the Apollonius circles [16] was made) by means of an 
algorithm. It is noted that for H(T) strictly to the left (or to the right) of the line Re z = 1 a 
unique optimum real w can be found by the same algorithm provided in the place of H(T) one 
considers the smallest convex polygon symmetric with respect to (w.r.t.) the real axis which 
contains a(T) in the closure of its interior. This optimum real w is nothing but the one obtained 
in [lo], [ll] and [12]. 
3. The successive over-relaxation (SOR) method 
Assume that A in (1.1) is written as 
A=D,-L,- U,, (34 
where DA, LA, U, are any matrices, with det( DA) # 0 and DT1 easily computed, and define 
L == DA- ‘LA, U:= D;?&, c := Dilb. (3.2) 
Then (1.1) is written equivalently as 
(I-L- u)x=c, (3.3) 
where, throughout this paper, L and U will be considered as strictly lower and strictly upper 
triangular matrices unless otherwise stated. Without loss of generality it may be assumed that 
A=I-L-U, (3.1)’ 
the matrix coefficient in (3.3). In the sequel we will use either (3.1) or (3.1)‘, whichever is the 
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most convenient. For A, in (3.1)‘, one can derive the basic iterative methods for the solution of 
(3.3) (or (1.1)) (cf. [l], [2], [3] or [4]) from the splittings 
M= I, N=L+U, Jacobi (J) (3.4a) 
M= ;I, N = i [(l - a)1 + W( L + U)], Extrapolated (E)J (3.4b) 
M=I-L, N= U, Gauss-Seidel (GS) (3.4c) 
M=+L), N=t[(l-++wU], Successive Over- 
relaxation (SOR) _ (3.4d) 
If one puts T =: L + U the J and EJ methods (3.4a) and (3.4b) become special cases of those 
considered in Sections 1 and 2 respectively. The GS method is nothing but an SOR one with 
w = 1, while the latter is defined for any w E @ \ { 0}, which is called relaxation factor (or 
overrelaxation parameter). 
The SOR method seems to appear for the first time in [17] and was introduced and studied 
almost simultaneously by Frankel [18] and Young [19]. Its convergence properties depend 
strongly on various properties the matrix A may possess. For any matrix A ( = I - L - U) the 
only general result in connection with SOR is that by Kahan [20]: 
Theorem 1 A necessary condition for the SOR method, corresponding to (3.4d), to convergence is 
Iw-lI<l(whichforo~IW becomeswE(O,2)). 
Ostrowski [21] considered A in (3.1) Hermitian, DA Hermitian positive definite, L, = UAH 
(that is one being the conjugate transpose of the other), not necessarily strictly lower triangular, 
and that det( I - wL) f 0 for w E (0, 2). He then stated and proved a theorem, which was 
extension of the one by Reich referring to the GS method (cf. [l]). Later Varga [22] under the 
same assumptions, extended Ostrowski’s theorem as follows: 
Theorem 2. If (a) A and DA in (3.1) are Hermitian, (b) DA is positive definite, (c) L, = U,” 
(L = Di’L, is not necessarily strictly lower triangular), and (d) det( DA - wLA) # 0 for w E (0, 2), 
then any two of the following three statements imply the third one: (i) A is positive definite, (ii) 
w E (0, 2), (iii) The SOR method converges. 
Also, Varga [22] succeeded in determining upper bounds for p(ZU), the spectral radius of the 
iteration matrix of the corresponding SOR method, and in some special cases he obtained 
optimum values for w and ~(2~). 
Much work has been done when A is a p-cyclic matrix (or equivalently its Jacobi matrix 
T = I - D;‘A is weakly cyclic of index p) or more generally when A is a p-cyclic consistently 
ordered matrix (cf. [l]). First it was Young [23], who, for p = 2, discovered the functional 
relationship between the eigenvalues p of the Jacobi matrix T and h of the SOR iteration matrix 
ZU, namely 
(A + w - l)‘= w2/.L2x. P-5) 
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In case A in (3.1)’ is in addition real symmetric positive definite, Young [23] found also the 
optimum values of o and ZU. The corresponding expressions are 
ij = 2/(1 + (1 - p*(T))l’*), p(g&) = G - 1. (3.6) 
Later Kredell [24] proved that (3.5) holds for complex matrices A as well. However, only in the 
case of a straight-line segment hull H(T) 3 1 he determined optimum values for w and p(,Ep,), 
namely 
C? = 2/(1 + (1 - $)i’*), p(&)= ]&--I]. (3.6)’ 
In (3.6)‘, ,C is one of the two eigenvalues corresponding to p(T) and of the two square roots the 
one with Re(1 - p2)*12 > 0 is taken. Thus for A = I - T Hermitian positive definite, (3.6) are 
recovered from (3.6)‘, while for T skew-Hermitian (H(T) lies on the imaginary axis) one 
obtaines the optimum quantities 
& = 2/(1 + (1 + p2(T))l’*), p(&) = l- CZ, (3.6)” 
with ij positive real. For any p-cyclic consistently ordered matrix A (p >, 3) Varga [25] 
generalized Young’s relationship (3.5) to 
(h + w - 1)” = CIP/lCP-l (3 -7) 
and then extended Young’s results provided the corresponding Jacobi matrix T was convergent 
and a(T) was contained in a star-like closed region i, with at least one element on the 
boundary of i?, defined by 
P(Z) = (lPp)(z + (cp - 1)/zp-‘j, I z I = l/G,, P-8) 
where l/q, = (( p - l)( Gp - l))“P, and p = p(l/$,) < 1 is given. In (3.8) 4 is the unique 
positive real root in (1, p/( p - 1)) of the equation 
(pw)p =pqp - l)l-p(w - l), (3.9) 
and the corresponding optimum spectral radius of the SOR method is given in (3.10) below. A 
result very useful in practical applications is the following (cf. [25] or [l]): 
Theorem 3. Let the matrix A in (3.1) be a p-cyclic consistently ordered one with nonsingular 
diagonal submatrices A,j, j = l( 1)~. If all the eigenvalues of the pth power of the associated Jacobi 
matrixT(T=I-DL’A, D,=diag(A,,, AZ2,...,App)) are real and nonnegative and 0 < p(T) < 
1 then with Gp defined by (3.9), when p = p(T), it is 
p(dpw)>p($p;O)=(p-l)(Gp-1) forallw#Gp. (3.10) 
An analogous theory to that just outlined holds in the case where the Jacobi matrix T is such 
that p(T) < p/( p - 2) and u(T) c ki with at least one eigenvalue on the boundary of i?;. The 
boundary of the new star-like closed region 2; is defined by 
$(z)=(l/&j,)(t+(GJ,-1)/Z@), ]z) =1/t;, (3.11) 
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where l/5; = ((p - l)(l - GP))*/p, and p’ = ~‘(I/~~) <p/( p - 2) is given. In (3.11) Gj6 is the 
unique positive real root in (( p - 2)/( p - l), 1) of 
(p’w)P =pP(p - l)'_P(l - w), (3.12) 
and p( -EL;;) = (p - l)(l - &i) (cf. [26]). Also a theorem analogous to Theorem 3, call it Theorem 
3’, can be proved. The obvious differences are that the term nonpositive replaces nonnegative, 
the quantity p/( p - 2) replaces the bound 1 for p(T), the primed quantities replace the 
nonprimed ones and 1 - ~(1 - $) replaces w - l( GP - 1) in the primed expressions for the 
corresponding tP and ~(3~) and in the equation (3.9) (cf. [26]). It is noted that these results 
were known to Varga [27] although had never been published. The theory of p-cyclic consistently 
ordered matrices, always in connection with the SOR method, was extended to (q, p - q)- 
generalized consistently ordered matrices in [28], when Varga’s relationship (3.7) becomes 
(X + 0 - l)P = oPpPX4, (3.13) 
and in [29], under the assumptions of Theorem 3, it was found out that 2, = 1. (It is noted that 
these results seem to have been known to Varga (cf. [l, Ex. 1, 2, pp. 10%1091)). Meanwhile 
Young and Eidson [30] determined the optimum parameters in the 2-cyclic case by means of an 
algorithm, which uses the vertices of H(T) (provided H(T) c S := { z E S: (Re z ) < 1)) and a 
set of optimum capturing ellipses. Recently in [31] in a linear system arising from a Least-Squares 
problem it has been determined in the (p(T), w)-plane the exact region of convergence of the 
corresponding 3-cyclic SOR method when a(T3) is nonpositive real. (It has also been found the 
corresponding convergence region for a( T3) nonnegative real). Based on the properties of Schur 
polynomials [32,33] and the Schur-Cohn algorithm [34], Hadjidimos et al. [35] succeeded in 
extending, by means of two algorithms, the theory in [31] V p >, 3 for both the nonpositive and 
the nonnegative cases. 
4. The extrapolated (E)SOR and accelerated overrelaxation (AOR) methods 
Having analyzed the methods (or techniques) of extrapolation (E) and successive overrelaxa- 
tion (SOR) one wonders whether one can apply these two methods successively in order to 
accelerate further the convergence of a convergent method or to make a divergent method 
(completely consistent with (1.1)) be a convergent one. It can be proved that an E of an E leads 
to an E of exactly the same form as the original E, an SOR applied in some way to an E or to 
another SOR leads again to an SOR of the same form as the basic SOR and only an E applied to 
an SOR of the same form as the basic SOR and only an E applied to an SOR generates a new 
method called Extrapolated (E)SOR method. The latter was noticed by Sisler [36-381, who 
obtained the very first results for this method. Quite independently Hadjidimos [39] considered 
the two-parameter splitting of the matrix in (3.1)‘, namely 
M= :(I- I-L), N=~[(l-w)l+(w-r)L+wLi], (4.1) 
with o, Y E @ and w # 0. For r = 0, (4.1) is nothing but (3.4b), while for r # 0 it is an ESOR 
method, namely the extrapolation of an SOR method, with overrelaxation parameter r and 
extrapolation one s = w/r. The iterative method based on (4.1) was called accelerated ouerrelaxa- 
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tion (AOR) method and is the only one which contains as special cases both the EJ and the 
ESOR (and of course the J, SOR, GS and EGS) methods, and so it is more general than the 
ESOR method. In [39] crude regions of convergence in the (Y, o)-plane (r, w E IR) were obtained 
for matrices A: (i) irreducibly diagonally dominant, (ii) L and/or M, and (iii) 2-cyclic 
consistently ordered. Some of the results in [39] were extended and some new ones, concerning 
real symmetric positive definite matrices A, were given in [40]. In four papers, Martins [41-441 
gave sufficient conditions, that is regions in the (Y, w)-plane, for the AOR method to converge 
for (i) irreducibly diagonally dominant (ii) strictly diagonally dominant, and (iii) H-matrices A. 
In [45] the AOR convergence theory in the (Y, w)-plane was extended for A Hermitian 
positive definite along the lines of Varga [22], by taking into consideration the relative position 
w.r.t. zero of the smallest and the largest eigenvalues of the corresponding generalized Jacobi 
matrix. In one of the cases of the most practical importance the following was found. 
Theorem 4. If (a) A (= DA - L, - U,), DA are Hermitian, (b) DA is positive definite (c) L, = UAH 
(L = Di’L, is not necessarily strictly lower triangular), (d) det( DA - rLA) # 0 for all pairs (w, r) 
defined in statement (ii) below and (e) p,,, < 0 -C pM (pL, and pM are the extreme eigenvalues of 
T = Di’( LA + U,)), then any two of the following statements imply the third one: (i) A is positive 
definite (ii) w E (0, 2) and r E (o + (2 - w)/p,, w + (2 - a)/~~). (iii) The AOR method con- 
verges. 
(Note: (i) and (iii) d o not quite imply (ii) unless one more suitable assumption is made [45]). 
Theorem 4 reduces to Theorem 2 for r = w (SOR method). It is also noted that in special 
subcases of the case of Theorem 4 optimum results were obtained in [46]. It is worth mentioning 
that Kuang [47] generalized the AOR method in the case of A Hermitian (positive definite) by 
splitting further the component LA (= U,“) of A into the sum of two other matrices (LA = EA + 
FA) and used again two parameters in his ‘two-parameter overrelaxation (TOR) method’. He 
found many interesting results and applied his method for the numerical solution of the 
biharmonic equation. The TOR method corresponds to the splitting 
M= &) (20, - aEA - PF,), 
iv= (,& [@-a-p) DA+(~+P)(E,H+4H)+PE~+a4], 
(4.3) 
with ((Y + /?) det(2D, - aEA - pFA) f 0 and (Y, /? E Iw. For FA = 0, cx = 2r, p = 2( w - r) or 
EA=O, a=2(w-r), ,8=2r, TOR d re uces to the AOR method, 
Meanwhile Niethammer [48] considered the ESOR method and obtained various results for 
A = I - T 2-cyclic consistently ordered and (i) A Hermitian positive definite or (ii) T Skew- 
Hermitian. Under some ‘realistic’ restrictions he put to the parameters involved, which are 
fulfilled by large matrices arising from practical applications, he found out that the optimum 
ESOR method coincided with the SOR one with optimum parameters those in (3.6) and (3.6)“. 
At least, theoretically speaking, this result was not quite true since in case (i) above it was proved 
in [49] that iff 1 - p2 -C (1 - ,L2)*12, - where p = mini 1 pi 1, ji = maxi ) pj ( , with p j’s the eigenvalues 
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of the Jacobi matrix T, the optimum AOR method is better than the optimum SOR one with 
optimum parameters 
i= 2/(1 + (1 - F2)1’2), ; = (1 - FL2 + (1 - ~Z)1’2)/((l -$)(l + (1 - jqi2)). _ 
p(~~i)=~(+~2)1’2/((l-$)1’2(1+ (1-ji2)1’2)). 
3 - (4.4) 
Especially for 0 < p = ji two pairs, (i, L) = (2/(1 + ~(1 - p2)‘12), e/(1 - ,G2)‘/2), c = f 1, give 
the optimum spectFa1 radius p(Z,, ?) = 0. In [50] it was found out, by an analysis similar to the 
one in [49], that in case (ii) of kiethammer [48] iff (1 + ,i12)l12 < 1 + p2 (in some cases this 
restriction is missing from [50]) conclusions analogous to those in [49]-hold. So the optimum 
parameters of the ESOR method are then 
i = 2/(1 + (1 + j12)1’2), 6 = (1 + /12 + (1 + j12)1’2)/(jl +$)(1 + (1 + $)1’2)), - 
p(LZ&) =&Z-$)1’2/((1 +$)1’2(1 + (1 +pz)1’2)). ( - (4.5) 
For 0 < p = ji, (i, G) = (2/(1 + ~(1 + j12)1’2), e/(1 + p2)“2), c = f 1, p( Z&) = 0. 
Recently AOR method has been extended (cf. [51,52]) by splitting the diagonal matrix DA 
(which, when it contains zero elements, makes the point AOR method not be defined) into 
D - DL - D,, where D, D,, D, are diagonal matrices, with det( D) # 0. DL and D, have been 
taken together with the parts LA and U, of A and a new AOR method, always well-defined, was 
constructed. This generalization has not been fully exploited yet, except in some very special 
cases. 
The interested reader is referred to the works [53-571, which cover special or general cases of 
the ESOR or the AOR methods, for further reading and other references. 
5. The symmetric (S)SOR and symmetric (S)AOR methods 
The idea of symmetric (S)SOR method first appears in [58]. However, the method was 
formulated and studied by Sheldon [59] (cf. [2], [3] or [4]). Each iteration consists of two sweeps 
the first one of which is a usual (forward) SOR iteration and the second one a backward SOR 
with the roles of L and U being interchanged. Considered as a one-step method it corresponds 
to the following splitting of A (= I - L - U) 
N, = 
(5 4 
with w E @\{O, 2). 
Some of the convergence properties of the SSOR method are identical with those of the SOR 
ones. Thus Theorem 1 gives a necessary condition for the convergence of the SSOR method, 
while if A (= DA - LA - U,) is Hermitian Theorem 2 holds for the SSOR method as well. As a 
corollary of the latter one may consider Theorem 2.1 in Young 12, p. 4231. If A = I - T is 
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p-cyclic consistently ordered then the eigenvalues p of T are connected with the eigenvalues h of 
S, (the iteration matrix of the SSOR method) through a relationship analogous to that by Young 
(3.5) for p = 2 and to that by Varga (3.7) for any p 2 2. More specifically for p = 2 D’Sylva and 
Miles [60] obtained 
(” - (a - 1)2)2 = w2(2 - W)2&I. (5.2) 
By setting 3 = ~(2 - w) in (5.2) one has 
(h+&-q2=ij2p2X, (5.2)’ 
which is nothing by Young’s relationship for the SOR method. From this, some results, obtained 
by Lynn [61] and Niethammer [62] for the SSOR method, can be found. Recently Varga et al. 
[63] have discovered the general functional relationship for any p 2 2 
(x - (w - l)2)p = wq2 - w)2/J”x(h - w + l)p-2, (5.3) 
which reduces to (5.2) for p = 2. 
The symmetric (S)AOR method introduced in [64] is yielded by an analogous treatment 
(forward and backward) of the AOR method. The SAOR method corresponds to the splitting 
M,,,=~(~-~L)[(2-w)l+(o-r)(l,+ U)]_‘(I-q, 
~~,~=5(~-rL)[(2-w)l+(w-r)(L+ u)]-‘(I-+WA)(I-rL)-l 
X(&r&&4), (5.4) 
provided w det((2 - w)l + (w - r)( L + U)) f 0. 
For Hermitian matrices A in (3.1) it can be proved that Theorem 4 holds for the SAOR 
method as well (cf. e.g. [65]). 
The SSOR and SAOR methods are of special interest since they can be used as precondition- 
ing methods in conjunction with the Semi-iterative methods or the Conjugate Gradient ones (cf. 
[2] and [4] for the SSOR method). Especially when A is Hermitian (or real symmetric) one can 
take advantage of this property which characterizes also their iteration matrices S, and S, r, 
something not true for the iteration matrices ZU and 6p, r of the SOR and AOR methods. in 
connection with what has just been said it has to be reported that Yamada and Yamada et al 
[66-681 have exploited the symmetry of the SAOR method, for A real symmetric positive 
definite, and used it in connection with the Conjugate Gradient one with very interesting 
theoretical and practical results. I 
6. The k-step iterative methods 
All the methods presented so far are called one-step (or first order) iterative methods because 
a new iteration (approximation) to the solution x” of (1.1) is obtained by using only the previous 
iteration (x(O) arbitrary) and also because each method is based on a splitting of A of the form 
(1.2), with one free matrix N (= M-A). The latter idea of splitting was extended by de Pillis 
and Neumann [8] as follows. Let 
A=M-N,-N,- m.0 -Nk, (6.1) 
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M, N, E Cn,n, j = l(l)k, and det( M) # 0. Then the k-step (k th order) iterative method for the 
numerical solution of (1.1) completely consistent with it, can be proposed 
,++I) = T+(m) + TzX(m-l) + . . . + TkX(m-k+l) + c, m = 0, 1, 2 ,..*, (6.2) 
T/ := M-iN,, j = l(l)k, C:= M-lb (6.3) 
and x(j)~C”, j=O(-l)-k+l, arbitrary. In [8] a study of (6.2) for k 2 2 was made but the 
problem of determining all but one NJ’s, for a given M, so that (6.2) converges to the solution of 
(l.l), is an open one. A simplified version of (6.2) was considered by Niethammer and Varga 
[69]. Provided one puts 
M’= $M, N;= (po+/-dM’-A, N,‘=pjM’, j=2(l)k (6.4) 
in the places of the corresponding components of A in (6.1), where 
/.L~ E C, j = O(l)k, 5 Pj=l> PCJzo, (6.5) 
j=O 
X(m+')=(~oT+~ll)x(")+~*X(m-l)+ . . * +pkX(m-k+l)+pOC, m =0,1,2,... 
(6.6) 
is yielded, with T := I - M-lA. By using Euler functions, an extensive study of the following 
problem, among others, is made in [69]. 
Problem. For a given set of p,‘s as defined in (6.5), determine compact regions R, whose 
complement w.r.t. the complex plane is simply connected, and 1 @ R, so that for all operators T 
with a(T) E R, (6.6) converges. 
In this direction [69] is a pioneering work and gives an answer to the question of existence. 
However, the problem of determining a set of pj’s for a given T (1 e a(T)), so that (6.6) 
converges, and if possible in an optimum sense, remains an open one for k 2 2, except for some 
special cases. (For k = 1 its solution was given in Section 2). In fact for k = 2 and po, pi E [w the 
very first optimum result was the one by Golub and Varga [70] for a(T) c H(T), with H(T) 
(convex hull) a line segment on the real axis strictly to the left (or to the right) of the point z = 1. 
In case H(T) = [a, /?I, p -c 1, the optimum method (6.6) is the one with 
ho = 4/((1 - ly)l’* + (1 - /3)l’*)*, fll = - 2( (Y + @/((l - (Y)l’* + (1 - P Y2j2> 
p* = - ((1 - ,)“2 - (1 - @‘*)*/((l - (Y)1’2 + (1 - a)‘/‘)‘; (6.7a) 
and optimum asymptotic convergence factor (a.c.f.), which is a measure of the convergence of a 
k th order method and corresponds to the spectral radius of a first order one, 
fi = ((1 - a)*‘* - (1 - S,‘“)/((l - cX)r’* + (1 - 8)1’2). (6.7b) 
Since then, many works have appeared in the literature the most important of which being those 
by Manteuffel [71-731, de Pillis and Neumann [8] and others (cf. [74-771). In all these works it 
was assumed that H(T) was strictly to the left (or to the right) of the line Re z = 1 and the 
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(optimum) solution, except in special cases, was given by an algorithm using (optimum) 
capturing ellipses symmetric wrt the real axis. The only case for which the problem has been 
solved for pO, pi E C is that of H(T) = [a, /3] Z+ 1 being a straight-line segment in the complex 
plane (cf. [69]). The optimum solution, from which (6.7a, b) can be recovered, is given by 
and 
s^= (((1 - (y)*‘2 - (1 - P,“‘)/((l - Lx)1’2 + (1 - py2j 
or ((1 - CX)~‘~ + (1 - j3)‘j2)/((1 - (Y)I’~ - (1 - p)1’2), 
whichever is the largest in modulus). (6.8) 
For other configurations of a(T) for k = 2 or for k > 3 the problem of determining the set of 
pLi’s for which (6.6) converges (optimally) is an open one. However, it should be emphasized that 
if p E a(T) then by a reasoning similar to that in [2, pp. 486-4881 it could be found out that the 
a.c.f. of (6.6) is the maximum of all the maxima moduli of the roots of the equation 
Ak - (/.‘& + /‘i)Ak-’ - j_+k-2 - . ’ * -&+! - ,_hk = 0 (6.9) 
for all p E a(T). The difficulty of the determination of p,‘s for a given u(T), from (6.9) so that 
the (optimum) a.c.f. of (6.6) is less than 1, is what makes our problem remain an open one in the 
general case. 
Of special interest are the cases where one puts in (6.6) p. = w E Iw \ {0} and p, = 0, 
j = l(l)k - 1, so that it becomes 
X(m+l) = wTxCrn) + (1 - U)X(m-k+l) + WC, w1= 0, 1, 2, . . . . (6.10) 
Such schemes, which are monoparametric ones, were first studied by de Pillis [78] and then by 
Avdelas et al. [79]. In both these works (6.10) was considered for k = 2 and H(T) c S := {z E 
S: 1 Re z ) -c l}. By using capturing ellipses symmetric wrt both axes, all possible o’s for which 
convergence takes place were found in [78], while in [79] the optimum o was obtained by means 
of the algorithm by Young and Eidson [30]. For the same H(T) the optimum a.c.f. was found to 
be equal to the square root of the spectral radius of an optimum 2-cyclic SOR method whose 
associated Jacobi matrix T’ is such that u(T)\(O) cu(T’) and u(T2)\{O} -u(T’~)\{O}. 
Finally it is noted that for k = 4, (6.10) was studied in [69] as an example. 
Except the special cases mentioned previously in connection with (6.10) nothing else had been 
done until recently when Galanis et al. (cf. [80,81] and [26]) discovered that the optimum regions 
of convergence R as well as the other (optimum) parameters associated with (6.10), if not 
identically the same, bore a close resemblance with those of a k-cyclic SOR method whose 
Jacobi matrix T’Ais such that u(T)\(O) c u(T’) and u(Tk)\{O} = u(T’~)\{O}. More specifi- 
cally, if u(T) c R, (resp. 2;) defined by the curve (3.8) (resp. (3.11)) for a given p < 1 (resp. 
p’ c k/( k - 2)) and at least one element of u(T) lying in the curve in question, the optimum Ljk 
(resp. &;) is given as in the k-cyclic SOR method by the same root of (3.9) (resp. (3.12)), as was 
defined there for k =p, while the optimum a.c.f. for (6.10) is given by jk = (P(Z~~))‘/~ = ((k - 
I)( 5, - l))‘lk (resp. fi’, = ((k - l)(l - cZ;))“~). This kind of ‘equivalence’ between (6.10), (6.11) 
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below and a certain k-cyclic SOR method was established by using Euler functions, as in [69], 
and studying the convergence of the monoparametric k-step scheme 
_p+u = &-.p) _ 0 - 1)G@-j+i) + okc, m = 0, 1, 2,. . .) (6.11) 
first considered and studied by Niethammer [82] for k = 2. A great step towards the proof of the 
aforementioned equivalence was the discovery of the matrix analogue of Varga’s functional 
relationship (3.7), namely 
WkTkpUk-’ = @,,+(~--l)l)~, WEC, ka.2 (6.12) 
for any weakly k-cyclic Jacobi matrix T and its associated SOR matrix 2, (cf. [26] and [Sl]). 
Finally it is noted that from the k-step methods (6.10) and (6.11) one can construct in a 
certain way (cf. [80,81] and [26]) block ik-step iterative methods of the same form. So, because 
of the equivalence proved one can construct from k-cyclic SOR methods Sk-cyclic SOR ones 
and vice versa. It can be proved that, although the optimum region for the $k-step methods is 
not identical with that of the corresponding k-step ones, the +k-step methods converge faster 
than the k-step ones, a property which is carried over to the corresponding ik-cyclic and k-cyclic 
SOR methods. Thus in the case of the Least-Squares problem studied in [31] where A, in (l.l), is 
3-cyclic and T3 (with T the Jacobi matrix) has nonpositive real eigenvalues, with p(T) < 3, and 
for which it was proved in [83] that if A is considered as a block 2-cyclic matrix then the 
corresponding optimum SOR method is faster than the one in [31] is nothing but an immediate 
consequence of what has just been discussed. 
7. Final remarks 
Before we conclude this survey we have to make two points: 
(i) For each method we discussed we always began with a splitting of the form (1.2) (or (6.1)) 
in which the preconditioning matrix M was considered as being given. It is understood that a 
‘good’ choice of M will give ‘good’ convergence rates of the methods presented. 
(ii) The various algorithms associated explicitly or implicitly with the iterative methods 
presented were proposed by having in mind a ‘sequential’ computer. When a ‘parallel’ computer 
of either Single Instruction Multiple Data Stream (of Vector or Array type) or a Multiple 
Instruction Multiple Data Stream is available one may exploit any inherent parallelism in the 
algorithms given or in the absence of any parallelism one has to invent new ones. Both these 
points are covered to some extend in the excellent survey paper by Axelsson [84], which is 
strongly recommended to the interested reader. 
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